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Myths and Realities in Gender Aware Engagement
The following myths and realities hold true in general for gender aware teaching.  Be aware that of course specific individuals may deviate from the norm in their perspectives.
Boys prefer male teachers/presenters (Myth) – for the majority of boys and girls, the teacher’s gender has no bearing on their preferences for a teacher.  The vast majority of boys and girls prioritise a teacher’s individual ability as a teacher, and their level of care for their students, rather than a teacher’s gender.   Francis et al. (2008), Carrington et al. (2008)
Girls prefer female teachers/presenters – see above
Boys benefit from a competitive learning environment (Myth) – Competitive learning practices may actively discourage those boys who do not immediately succeed.  Social constructions of gender encourage boys to be competitive.  However, such constructions also involve a dislike and/or fear of losing.  (Jackson, 2006)
Boys are naturally different to girls and learn in different ways – see below
Segregated teaching is the most effective style for both boys and girls – [MYTH] This myth has chiefly arisen due to the success of all-male and all-female private schools in scientific subjects.  However when factors such as socio-economic background are taken into account, there is no evidence to support segregated teaching.
There are more neurological differences within the sexes than between them (REALITY) or Boys are ‘naturally’ different to girls, and learn in different ways (Myth) There is little evidence to suggest that neurological differences result in boys having different abilities/ways of learning to girls.  Teaching boys or girls as though these are discrete groups will fail to meet the needs of many boys and girls.  (Baron-Cohen, 2004)
Concepts need to be placed in context rather than presented purely abstractly – [REALITY] Both sexes (but girls in particular) respond better when they can see the relevance of what they are learning and can perceive how their learning is applicable in real life (Murphy and Whitelegg, 2006).
Girls are more likely to forward plan so links to careers are an effective engagement tool for them – [REALITY] Girls mature emotionally faster than boys and tend to think more broadly about the implications of their actions from a younger age (Murphy and Whitelegg, 2006).
Making science ‘girly’ (e.g. through links to female-oriented aspects such as makeup) makes it more relevant to girls – [MYTH] Most girls feel patronised by this sort of approach.  Although they may be interested in using makeup that does not necessarily mean that they want to know the science behind it (Murphy and Whitelegg, 2006). It can be helpful to use a checklist to ensure that your activity contains a balance of female-oriented, male-oriented and gender-neutral examples (see the useful table on p22 of Hollins et al., 2006)
Talking about my personal background and career path helps make me an effective role model – [REALITY] Students of both genders are interested in you as a person and could see you as a good role model even if they aren’t the same gender.
The nature and purpose of scientific research is as important to discuss as the technical details – [REALITY] Many scientists take for granted that what they do is important and that their audience will find the everyday details of their research dull or boring.  In reality research has shown that it is necessary to justify the purpose of the science being discussed, as well as provide an idea of what it’s like to do that role.
Boys and girls who attain the same marks perceive their own ability in a subject in different ways – [REALITY] Even though girls may be doing very well in a subject they are more likely to admit to finding it difficult or believe that they aren’t capable of continuing to do well.  Conversely, boys tend to be much more confident – even if they are getting lower marks! (Murphy and Whitelegg, 2006)
Assigning roles in groups is an effective gender aware teaching tool – [REALITY] In many practical and interactive exercises boys tend to take the lead with the hands-on elements, leaving the girls to do the note-taking or analysis.  By assigning roles (either randomly or deliberately) these unintentional stereotypes can be avoided (Murphy and Whitelegg, 2006).
Behaviour and engagement are strongly linked – so if students are behaving and doing well they are likely to continue with the subject – [MYTH] Whilst it’s true that engaged students are more likely to behave well, the opposite is not necessarily true.  The Girls in Physics research showed that girls might attain good marks and behave well in class despite having a deep-seated dislike or distrust of a subject – which is often not even apparent to their teacher! (Murphy and Whitelegg, 2006)


Gender Awareness – Further Resources
If you are interested in finding out more about gender aware engagement the following resources may be of interest:
Institute of Physics ‘Red Books’ series
Murphy and Whitelegg (2006), Girls in the Physics Classroom: A review of the research on the participation of girls in physics. 
Hollins et al. (2006) Girls in the Physics Classroom: A teacher’s guide fo r action
	Engaging with Girls: increasing the participation of girls in physics – an action pack for teachers (2010). This includes:  Grant, Bultitude and Daly (2010) Girls into Physics: Action Research. 
Department for Children, Schools and Families
DCSF “Gender and Education Mythbusters”  ref: DCSF_00599-2009  ISBN: 978-1-84775-441-7
Girls into Physics: Action Research. Research Brief DSCF-RB103 
to download go to: http://www.dcsf.gov.uk/research/data/uploadfiles/DCSF-RB103.pdf 
Girls into Physics: Action Research. Full Research Report DCSF-RR103
to download go to: http://www.dcsf.gov.uk/research/data/uploadfiles/DCSF-RR103(R).pdf 
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ROSE: Relevance of Science Education see http://www.ils.uio.no/english/rose/
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